Abstract
Introduction
While design receives major attention, the task of constructing models of devices for simulation or for synthesis in support of design is a challenging activity requiring considerable expertise and effort. This task may be more challenging than design in that accurate models must be constructed from ambiguous and incomplete source documents. The ModelMaker tool facilitates the construction of device libraries by automatically analyzing the source document describing a device and presenting its relevant elements to the modeler as information is needed to construct the model. This tool organizes the information in textual descriptions of devices to help the modeler construct a behavioral model within a VHDL structural framework provided by the basic drawings. While the following discussion presumes VHDL models are used, any other textual description language can be used with minor program modification. Applications for ModelMaker include modeling for test generation of legacy systems, modeling of commercial components for design libraries, or modeling to evaluate or apply patent claims.
In constructing a behavioral model from text, the modeler focuses on one or a few elements of the device at a time, such as a pin or component. The primary function of ModelMaker is to recover all text containing behavioral information on the selected device element. This is accomplished by locating all document elements (sections, paragraphs, sentences) containing instances of the pin or component identifiers or other terms referring to device elements.
ModelMaker has two main working windows and a collection of controls as illustrated in the interface layout sketch of Figure 1 . The Source Window is used to display all text from the source document that describes a selected element of the device being modeled. The Model Window contains the VHDL model being developed. The initial contents of this window are a VHDL structural framework produced from a block diagram in the source document by a schematic capture tool. Other interface areas provide controls for guiding the retrieval of relevant source text, and for saving the model under development.
An instance of the ModelMaker interface appears as Figure 2 . This screen shows the results of a search based on the terms in "block transfer mode" in a manufacture's description of a VLSI DMA controller. 
Source documents
Source documents describing devices are assumed to consist of a simple, high-level block diagram, possibly some tables and text. Examples of source documents include ASIC and FPGA source control drawings, commercial VLSI device descriptions and U.S. Patents.
The block diagram of the source document provides the definition of I/O pin identifiers and the names of major components of the device. This information is captured by schematic entry to a tool, which generates the VHDL framework for the device model. The initial model consists of the entity statement and possibly a structural architecture body corresponding to its major components. Currently we are using the Synopsys Graphical Environment (SGE) [1] shell for this task. This initial model will be populated with a behavioral architecture by the engineer using the interface. Documents may also contain tables describing pin functions, timing data, and ROM code for programmable devices.
The behavior of the device is generally described as text rather than through formal models. The structure of a typical document consists of a hierarchy of sections and subsections. Government documents typically use numbered headings in a relatively deep hierarchy. Commercial descriptions have fewer levels and may forego the numbering. Patents have only a few main sections. The current version of ModelMaker only recognizes numbered hierarchies of sections. A section consists of one of more paragraphs and possibly some tables or figures. Each paragraph consists of a sequence of sentences. ModelMaker analyzes a source document into these structural elements and constructs a noun phrase index. The noun phrases are extracted from the source text by a bottom-up, chart parser having a grammar derived from commercial chip descriptions [2] . The current dictionary used by ModelMaker focuses on DMA controllers and has been developed from government and commercial device descriptions. Noun phrases used for indices are limited to simple ones having no embedded prepositional phrases or clauses. Articles {a, all, an, each, the, that, this, these} are deleted in the index.
Source documents are processed as illustrated in the block diagram of the ModelMaker shown in Figure 3 
The model window
The Model Window contains the contents of the model file, initially the VHDL model obtained from the source document block diagram. The block diagram typically identifies the input/output pins and possibly the names of its major components and their interconnections. When ModelMaker is opened, the VHDL model is scanned to extract all identifiers, such as pin, signal, and component names. A second index (Identifier Index) is constructed by a filter with these names for searching references to them in the source document text. To use ModelMaker with other modeling languages, only requires changing the syntactic filter which extracts the identifiers.
The Model Window has full editing capability, including copying, cutting and pasting of text from the clipboard, as well as undo. The modeler can write VHDL code in the architecture body to add the behavior to the model. Text and sectional references from the source document (copied from the Source Window) can also be pasted into the VHDL code as comments. This feature can be used to provide traceability of the behavioral elements. The modeler can save the VHDL model at any time. When ModelMaker is restarted, the last VHDL model saved is reloaded. The Model Window has horizontal and vertical scroll bars to accommodate large, complex models.
Searching the source document
The Source Window displays all document elements containing instances of a selected search term: an identifier from the block diagram or a simple noun phrase from the source text. Two list boxes with scroll bars are provided for selecting the search term: an Identifier list box and a Noun Phrase list box. A sentence is considered relevant if it contains an instance of the selected search term. A paragraph or section is relevant if it contains a relevant sentence. The retrieved sentences (paragraphs) can be displayed in a variety of orders (search modes) to help the engineer. The search mode is selectable by radio buttons. The search modes are {Sequential, Relevance, Behavioral, and Structural}. All relevant sentences are displayed regardless of which search mode is used. Sequential order presents the document elements in the order they occur in the original document. Section headings are included in this display so the engineer can find the text in the original document if that should be necessary. Relevance order is based on the number of instances a paragraph contains of any index term. The elements containing the most index instances are listed first in the Source Window.
The behavioral and structural modes are based on grading the document elements on how many of their words are found in a behavioral vocabulary or structural vocabulary. The behavioral vocabulary contains words that describe actions or events (such as read, transfer, execute, interrupt, and begin). The structural vocabulary contains words such as includes, part, and contain. These search modes return the relevant sentences containing the greatest number of behavioral or structural words first. These modes are provided so the modeler can focus on the behavioral description of the device element, or can easily find structural information such as bit vector width or component organization. In the Relevance, Behavioral and Structural modes, only the sentences are displayed. Section headings are omitted but sentence order within paragraphs is preserved.
Searches may be performed on compound indexes (index terms consisting of more than one word or token). The search can be selected to return all sentences which contain all the words of the term (And-Search) or to return only the sentences which contain any word of the keywords (Or-Search). In And-Search, the search words may be in any order in the sentences. Or-Search separates the results for each of the word in the keywords. This selection is implemented as radio buttons. Noun phrase searches are actually performed by And-Searches of the words in the phrase.
Searches are performed very rapidly since the indices are constructed during startup of ModelMaker. This encourages the engineer to change the search order freely or browse among search terms without an annoying time penalty. Since some search terms may return many sentences, a vertical scroll bar is provided.
Sample of results
To illustrate the functionality of ModelMaker, included below are search results for the identifier 'clock' in two of the search modes (sequential and behavioral). For this sample, a text description of a commercial chip (Intel DMA 8237A Controller) is used. The search term is identified as the key.
In the current version of ModelMaker, all capitalization has been removed in the returns to the Source Window. Notice that the section headings appearing in the sequential returns have been deleted in the behavioral mode.
Sequential mode results
<KEY:clock> 0 pin description 0.3 clk clk , in , clock input : clock input controls the internal operations of the 8237a and its rate of data transfers .
1 functional description the timing control block derives internal timing from the clock input . in 8237a systems , this input will usually be phi 2 ttl clock from an 8224 or clk from an 8085ah or 8284a . 33 duty cycle clock generators , however , may not meet the clock high time requirement of the 8237a of the same frequency . for example , 82c84a-5 clk output violates the clock high time requirement of 8237a-5 . in this case 82c84a clk can simply be inverted to meet 8237a-5 clock high and low time requirements . for 8085ah-2 systems above 3.9 mhz , the 8085 clk ( out ) does not satisfy 8237a-5 clock low and high time requirements . in this case , an external clock should be used to drive the 8237a-5 .
2 dma operation the 8237a can assume seven separate states , each composed of one full clock period .
2.1 idle cycle in this cycle the 8237a will sample the dreq lines every clock cycle to determine if any channel is requesting a dma service .
2.3 transfer types 2.3.4 compressed timing in order to achieve even greater throughput where system characteristics permit , the 8237a can compress the transfer time to two clock cycles .
2.3.5 address generation this means for long services , s1 states and address strobes may occur only once every 256 transfers a savings of 255 clock cycles for each 256 transfers .
Behavioral mode results
<KEY:clock> the 8237a can assume seven separate states , each composed of one full clock period .
in this cycle the 8237a will sample the dreq lines every clock cycle to determine if any channel is requesting a dma service .
in order to achieve even greater throughput where system characteristics permit , the 8237a can compress the transfer time to two clock cycles .
this means for long services , s1 states and address strobes may occur only once every 256 transfers a savings of 255 clock cycles for each 256 transfers . the timing control block derives internal timing from the clock input . in 8237a systems , this input will usually be phi 2 ttl clock from an 8224 or clk from an 8085ah or 8284a . 33 duty cycle clock generators , however , may not meet the clock high time requirement of the 8237a of the same frequency . for example , 82c84a-5 clk output violates the clock high time requirement of 8237a-5 . in this case 82c84a clk can simply be inverted to meet 8237a-5 clock high and low time requirements . for 8085ah-2 systems above 3.9 mhz , the 8085 clk ( out ) does not satisfy 8237a-5 clock low and high time requirements . in this case , an external clock should be used to drive the 8237a-5 .
clk , in , clock input : clock input controls the internal operations of the 8237a and its rate of data transfers .
Future enhancements
An enhancement in progress is the addition of a facility for automatically analyzing behavioral expressions in the source text. For a given behavior (action or event), the source text will be analyzed to try and determine the agent of the behavior, operands used, results produced, as well as, causal and temporal relationships with other behaviors.
This will be implemented by adaptation of the semantic analyzer used in the ASPIN system [3] , which develops meaning representations of sentences from parse trees.
Another planned feature is the inclusion of a VHDL syntax parser so the engineer can check the model from time to time.
